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⑳ߩ⚻㛎⺣ߦၮߠߚࠕࡔࠞߢߩࡐࠬ࠼ࠢតߒߣ↢ᵴ
A post-doc position search and life in U.S.A. based on my experiences
ᒛ ༁⻠Ꮷ 㧔ቶ⯗Ꮏᬺᄢቇ ಎᢎ㧕 
At that time, many of Ph. D. candidates were in the laboratory of Prof. Takamizawa in Gifu University
including myself. Fortunately, I could get the doctor degree in three years. However, whenever aiming at
the faculty position of the university or Government institute, the Post-doctoral career of 2~3 years was
necessary. Because obtaining the academic position became far more difficult. When I was a doctor
student I didn’t think seriously about future plan after getting my Ph.D. degree. For this reason my
Post-doctoral position search and application for that was late. Therefore, decide where you want to be
four years from now. If you don’t know where you’re going, how can you set a straight and efficient
course to get there? The sooner you choose a career path (e.g., academic or applied research,
teaching, journalism, and science advocacy) the better, so that you can get the training and
qualifications and make the contacts you need to get where you want to go. A year is not a long
time--especially when you have to write and defend your thesis at the same time that you're looking for
postdoctoral funding in the United States. But it is possible and can be done--as long as you get started
now! Good luck!
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How to search for Post-Doctoral Position for students of Rengo Daigaku
ࡆࡇࡦࠢࡑ࡞ ࠺ࠝ⻠Ꮷ 㧔㕒ጟᄢቇൕോ ․છഥᢎ㧕
A Ph.D Research Scholar devotes almost 3-5 years and learns a lot in his or her own field. He/She
gains lot of expertise in using some techniques and instruments. This knowledge is accrued over a
period of time and it has to be consolidated further in his/her lifetime. After the Ph.D is over a student
has many options like joining a private company, government organizations, Research Institutes or
Universities as young researcher and Post-Doctoral Fellowships. These options are more or less
exercised by almost all the Doctoral scholars around the worlds. In today’s talk I shall focus on how and
why to apply for Post-Doctoral position? The requirements and expectations from such a position in an
international arena for a candidate.


